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UNM Land Acknowledgment

What is the Native Health Database?

• 10,000+ resources, some with full text
• Recently migrated to Mukurtu CMS
• Openly accessible resources
• Minus those with access protocols, i.e. “Open-ish”
• Critical collaborations between users, content creators, and
Indigenous communities

NHD Home Page

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4EwQsbeEU1I

NHD Stakeholders
❑Users
❑Content Creators
❑Indigenous Communities
❑NHD Advisory Council

Users
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Registered or anonymous users search/browse NHD for content

Content is either Open Access or subject to permission from a person who can make it accessible
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It is either Open Access or available only to those within a protocol

Indigenous Communities
Communities add TK labels,
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New content is added to NHD by a creator

Protocols created by
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this content

OR

Communities vet access to content being requested that is subject to a protocol

NHD Advisory Council
1.Participates in the development of strategic priorities
2.Assists in identifying and developing financial and content resources to
sustain the database and continue services
3.Serves as a conduit for information from constituencies (i.e., content
creators, Indigenous communities, and users) regarding database usability
and content
4.Provides feedback on the cultural sensitivity of the database, its
content, and related promotional materials

“Open-ish Access” in Action
❑ Cultural Protocols
❑ Traditional Knowledge Labels
❑ Biocultural Labels
❑ Cultural Institution Notices

Cultural Protocols

Traditional Knowledge Labels

https://localcontexts.org/labels/traditional-knowledge-labels/

Biocultural Labels

https://localcontexts.org/labels/biocultural-labels/

Cultural Institution Notices

https://localcontexts.org/notices/cultural-institution-notices/
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